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This invention relates to improvements in wall 
constructions for buildings, and its objects are as 
follows: I Q 

First, to provide a corner construction that is 
primarily a'separate part from the building itself, 
but so made that it can be incorporated as the 
building structure rises, the main purpose of said 
corner construction being to simulate a log cabin 
or log house, which purpose is- accomplished to 
perfection when the outside walls areicovered 
,with what is known as log cabin siding. 

' Second, to provide a construction similar to 
that at the corners for de?ning the places where‘ ' 
partitions come, and to break up the monotony of 
long walls, both the corner and partition struc 
tures involving the use of log units which are 

' formed either to interlock with themselves or 
with some other part of the building framing. 

Third, to make it possible to‘easily and cheaply 
imitate a log cabin or house, preserving all of the 
beauty and substantial appearance of a real log 
cabin or house without the necessity of using logs, 
and at the same time obtain the advantages of 
air‘spaees in the walls and all the other desirable 
features of frame construction. — 
Fourth, to use the foregoing corner construc 

tion with types of siding other than the mentioned 
‘ log cabin siding, the foremost value of said cor 
ner construction being its superior durability and 
beautiful appearance as compared with other and 
known corner constructions, the secondary value 

~ of this combination lying in making the building 

0 

appear as though it was an original log cabin, 
covered with planed siding throughout the wall 
space with the exception of the corners. _ , 

', Other objects and advantages will appear in the 
following speci?cation, reference ‘being made to 
the accompanying drawings in which: ‘ - 
Figure 1 is a perspective view of a partially 

framed building, illustrating the attachable log 
cross corners and partition-wall log end projec 
tions, the ends of the siding entering 
in- two adjoining log ends; . . 

Figure 2 is a section taken on the line 2-2 of 
Fig. 1. 

Figure 3 is a horizontal section taken on the line 
3-3 of Fig. 1. . , 

Figure 4 is a side elevation of one of the corner 
units. ' ' 

1 Figure 5 is a plan view'of the same unit. 
Figure 6 is a vertical section taken on the line 

6—6 of Fig. 1. 
Figure '7 is a plan view of the cross’log corner 

assemblage in Fig. 1. ' _ ' 

Figure 8 is a perspective view similar to Fig. 1, 

the cut-outs , 

(Ci. 20-4) 

but illustrating a modi?cation’ wherein each piece 
of siding enters a cut-out in a single log end. 
Figure 9 is 'a vertical section taken on the line . 

Figure 10 is a vertical section taken on the line 
ill-i0 of Fig. 8. 
Figure ‘11 is a detail perspective view of a fur 

,ther modi?cation wherein the cut-outs of the log 
ends are beveled. ' 

Figure 12 is a detail perspective view of a por 
tion of siding, showing how it too is beveled to 
enter the foregoing cut~outs. , 
One of the main purposes of the invention as 

has been indicated already, is to enable the build 
er to erect an imitation log cabin or house, with 
out having to go to the trouble and expense of 
obtaining the actual logs with which to build the 

' walls. It should be understood that wherever 
“log” is referred to, a natural log is not neces~ 
sarily meant. An elongated block of wood, 
whether of round or other cross ‘sectional shape, 
fashioned to have the general appearance of a log, 
will be an acceptable substitute. 

‘The~ cross log corners, as well as the partition- ‘ ~ 
wall projections, are chie?y instrumental in car- . - 

' rying out the simulation, the effect being com; 
plete when the outsides of the walls are covered 
with log cabin siding. In a wall without parti 
tion wall projections, the ends of the siding ap 
plied on the wall are cut and ?tted into the corner > 
projections of the rectang-‘ularly abutting walls. 
In a wall with partition wall projections one end of 
each piece of siding is cut and ?tted into the cor 
responding partition wall projection (Figs. 1 and ' 
8). 

' Further details appear in the drawings to 
which reference is now made. Both modi?ca 
tions in Figs. 1 and 8 have common features, but 
consider Fig. 1 first. The ‘building is generally 
indicated 1, and it is- immaterial whether this is 
a cabin, house or other structure. The wall fram- ' 
ing on one side, (‘the near side) is indicated 2, and 
that on the'next side, 3.‘ The framing 2 includes 
the extreme-end studs 6, 5, and the intermediate 
pair 6. Said pair has the side‘i of a door or other 
frame near it. The framing 3 includes studs of 
which 8 is the only one to which reference has 

I’ to be made. - 

_The_ cross log corner is generally indicated't, _ 
and the log partition, 10. The corner 9 is built 
up as the structure progresses, and consists of 
units H which are laid upon and interlocked with 
each other ‘in crossed relationship. All of these 
units are of identical construction with the excep 
tion of._the bottom and top units which may have 
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2 
to be cut as at I2, so that the description of one 
will answer for the others. The only distinction 
between the units of abutting walls is that the 
units of one wall, for instance the wall at 3, are 
turned over 180° from the positions in the other 
wall (indicated at 2), making an apparent but 
not actual right and left construction. 
The unit II has a wall part l3 (Fig. 4), neck 

l4 and projection l5. The wall part is slabbed 
off or ?attened at 16 (Fig. 5) in the vertical plane.‘ 
This occurs on the outside of the unit, and its pur 
pose it to provide a ?at place on which to lay the 
siding I‘! (Fig. 1) whether of the log cabin or 
other variety. The part slabbed off must corre 
spond to the thickness and form of the siding 
itself, which is to take its place. The ?at surface 
must be in alinement with the outside faces of 
the studdings in the building. 
The neck I4 is cross-sectionally square, and its 

outside surface I18 (Fig. 5) merges into the flat 
tened place H3 at one side, and into a ?are i8 
at the other side. The inside of the unit H may 
be fashioned in vany way desired, depending upon 
how the inside of the building is tobe ?nished. 
What may be called the inside surface IQ of 

the neck l4 (Fig. .5), inasmuch as it is opposite 
to He, has an inwardly directed ?are 20 on one 
side, and it communicates with what is, broadly, 
a cut-out 2i (Figs. 4 and 5) on the other side. 
The bottom 22 of this cut-out is flush with the 
surface l9 (Fig. 5) .' Its walls 23 are arc-shaped, 
and the double arcs which meet at the central 
point 24, form what is herein conveniently called 
a “double curve”. The shapes of the matching 
double curves (Fig. 2) must correspond exactly 
to the shape of the siding which they receive. 
When a number of units H are superimposed in 
wall-form, the arcs 23 will match in such a way 
as to provide a recess between adjoining units, as 
at 25 (Fig. l), for. the ends 26 of the siding I‘! 
(see Fig. 6 also). 
Usually the units II will be round, or sub 

stantially so, in cross section, or they may be 
elliptical as previously suggested. But whatever 
their form, the necks l4 will interengage (Fig. 6) 
in crossed relationship. The siding I1 is ship 
lapped or tongued and grooved at 21, 28 to inter- 1 
fit. The wall parts l3 are covered on the out 
side of the siding, and when the latter is secured 
by the nails 29, the projections l5 will look. as 
though they are extensions of the siding, i?self 
appearing as so many logs. The inner ends 30 
of the units II are secured to the studs 5 and‘ 8 
(Fig. 1) in any desired way, generally by nails. 
Now as to the log partition ID. This consists 

01 units 3| which are laid upon each other in a 
single plane (Fig. 1). Each partition unit has a 
wall part 32, neck 33 and projection 34. The 
neck is formed by diametrically opposite stud 
spaces 35 (Fig. 3) with which the stud pair 6 
is interlocked as shown. The units 3| are stacked 
between the studs 6. The neck 33 adjoins a cut 

‘ out 36 (Fig. 2), as in the instance of the neck 
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I4 and cut-out 2| of the corner unit. 
The cut-out 36 is duplicated on each side of 

the projection 34 (Fig. 3), and goes in deeply as at 
31. Its walls 38 are arced (Fig. 2); coming to-' 
gether at a. central point 39. The recesses 40 
(Fig. 1), resulting from the cut-outs being 
matched when the units are stacked, receive the 
ends 4| of the siding precisely as before. The 
same numeral-29 indicates the nails by which the 
siding is secured to the studs 6. 
So far it will be clear that the siding l1 lines up 

with the division between the units II and 3| of 

2,110,787 
the corners 9 and partition I 0. This is the truest 
‘simulation of an actual log cabin. In Fig. 8 the 
simulation is not quite so good, but the structure 
here is adapted to simpler and cheaper steps of 
manufacture. Identical reference characters are 
used for corresponding parts in Fig. 1, only hav 
ing the exponent letter 0. added for distinction. 
The neck I48, now referring to only one unit 

H“, adjoins a single-arced wall 42. This is cen 
tered with respect to the neck, so that when the 
end 26“ is inserted in the recess the siding H“, 
of which the end, obviously, is a part, will stand 
in line with the‘ projection I58‘, and will not be 
crossed ‘as before. But the sidings I'I8L are cen 
tered upon the division lines between the wall 
parts I38, as at 43 (Fig. 8), and this makes the 
joints extra secure. 
The same distinction as to the recess. for the 

siding ends at the partition ll)a occurs at 44 
(Fig. 9). Each recess is centered upon the pro 
jection 34a, and so is each siding Ha. Other 
wise the arrangement is the same as that al 
ready described. 
In Fig. 11 the‘arrangement is on the order of, 

that in Fig. 8, insofar as it concerns the siding 
running in line with the projections. Corre 
sponding numerals are again used for'identical 
parts. only adding the exponent letter b. The 
cut-outs'45 (functionally the same as 36 in Fig. 
2 and 44 in Fig. 9) are mere inward bevels. Each 
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30 
piece of siding 11b. is similarly beveled at 46' 
(Fig. 12) to match. Figs. 11 and 12 illustrate 
the corner structure, but the arrangement at the 
partition (not shown) will agree. 

It should be noted that the log cross corners 
and partition projections do not apply to any 
particular kind of siding, although they will be 
most useful in connection with the so-called 
log cabin siding shown. The recesses or cut 
outs in the log projections must in all cases be 
fashioned to suit the cross section of the siding 
adopted, and in practice the contour of the cut 
outs may therefore be any one of a variety of 
forms andotherwise than circular as shown. 

I claim: 
1. A building having adjacent walls each of 

which has a framing, the framing of each wall 
being spaced at the corner, a corner construction 
consisting of crossed, interlocked and socketed 
log units secured to the respective framings in 
continuation of the respective walls and resem 
bling the log ends of a log cabin, and sidings 
attached to the framing having their ends pro 
jected into the sockets. . 
_2. A building having adjacent walls each of 

which has a framing, the framing of each wall 
being, spaced‘ at the corner, and a corner con 
struction incorporated in the building in the 
corner space consisting of two tiers of log units, 
the units being crossed and the tiers being in 
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continuation of the respective walls, said units 
having cut-outs forming necks which interengage, 
said cut-outs including walls which form re 
cesses when the necks are interengaged,'and sid-' 
ing pieces attached to the framings of the walls 
having their ends socketed in the recessesl 

3. A building having adjacent outside and! par 
titionlwalls, each with framing and the outside 
walls with siding, a construction incorporated in 
the building joining the outside and partition wall 
framings and consisting of interengaged units, 
said units having recesses containing the ends 
of the siding. 

, 4. A building having adjacent outside and par 
tition walls, each with framing and the outside 
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cnim‘ surface of the neck, and e. cut-out to re- ' wells with siding, superimposed log units in con--: - 
tinuation oi the mnmis‘weiis,‘ providing a crossedl 

' comer construction and e partition wail projec= 
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20 

~~ tion, the projections of both time corner and per 
tition having double-earned cut-outs providing re 
ceases mediniiy oi the division lines between the 

to contain the siding ends. 
5. A building homing adjacent outside and per 

NEW’ MS, each with f :a‘ 1w t and the outside 
wniis with siding, superimposed log units in con» 
tinmtionoi the various "woiis, providing 21. crossed 
corner construction and o partition projec~ 
tion, the projections of both the corner and par» 
tition moving single-creed cut-outs providing i'e 
cessec centered on the projections and being‘ in 
line with the tidings to contain the ends thereof. 

6. A huiming having aeliacent ‘outside ano par 
tition walls, each with framing and the outside, 
walls with siding, superimposed log units in con 
tinuation oi’ the various walls providing a crcsseci 
corner construction and a partition wall proje'c» 

. tion, the projections of both the corner and par 
tition having necks with adjoining cut-outs, the '_ 
cut-mzts'beingbcvekd and the ends 01 the m 
ins aimbeina beveled to ?t together. 

'1. A log unit for use in building construction, 
said unit comprising a. wall part, a cross-section-» 
ally non-circmar neck, said wall part, beina 
nabbed 01! on one side to merge with a. non-cir-i 

it 

I ceive the end of a, length of siding. ‘ 
t. A building imving adjacent outside and par“ 

titionwoils, at least one oi’ the outside walls in 
eluding extreme-end studs and an intermediate 
poir oi studs and @dine secured thereto, azi~ 
iocent extremwenoi studs being spaced from each 
other at the corner, 2 comer consti'uction in the 
cpoee between said studs, consisting of log to 
in ci-oseeol and interlocked engagement, forming 
tiers in continioetion oi the impective outside 

, another tier of Ice to‘ etockeci between 
the stud i'pnir one? heaving necks intereneagexi with 
onioi studs, mid tier oi ice unite in con 
tinuntion of the partition well, eii of the log unite 
having recesses come‘ the ends of the siai» 

Q. in n Rmiimocijecent walls, each of which 
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> includes vertical studdines, oi’ comer construc- . 
tion for the walla cog oi crossed and inter-n 
ioc ice to each oi which is siabbeo'i o? 
on the outer Side; in 2, vertical plane and ?ush 
with the outer surface oi’ the stunidings, sid 
ing attached to the studdings to complete the 
walls, said siding extending into the corner con 
struction and substantially corresponding in 
thickness to the alabbed \portions of the units, 
the projecting portions of the units having re 
cesses containing‘ the ends 01’ the siding. _ 

IVER ll. BRANDJORD. 
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